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Abstract
Visualization technology now has been widely used in the field of seismic exploration,
which can improve the quality and efficiency of data processing, reduce risk and cost of
exploration. This paper mainly studies the visualization of 2D seismic trace data, and
figures out the oscillograph of trace data based on the actual data. In the drawing of the
oscillograph, to avoid the situation that oscillograph becomes polygonal line when
dealing with fewer sampling points, this paper introduces Bezier Curve Fitting method,
and as the test data demonstrate, the oscillograph becomes more smooth with the help of
Bezier Curve Fitting, and the expected effects are achieved.
Keywords: Seismic trace data, 2D visualization, Oscillograhp Drawing, Bezier Curve
Fitting

1. Introduction
With the continuous improvement of seismic exploration technology, the seismic
exploration data via field acquisition, with the help of the acquisition instrument, can be
transformed into SEGY data format arranged in trace sequence directly [1]. The seismic
data in SEGY format is stored in binary, and for common people, the trace header
information and amplitude data value of the seismic data can not be observed easily.
Besides, visualization technology has be broadly applied in the processing and
interpretation of seismic data: on the one hand, it can free the geophysical prospectors and
interpretation staffs from the heavy work of manual numerical reading, calculation, and
drawing; on the other hand, it can greatly shorten the period for seismic data
interpretation, speed up the process of interpretation, and thus achieve high speed and
efficiency [2]. 2D seismic data visualization is not only the basis of seismic data
interpretation, but also the basis of three-dimensional visualization. 2D visualization can
improve the efficiency, precision and integrity of seismic interpretation. With the aid of
2D graphs, users can perform complicated transformation on their interested seismic data,
and can mark the site they are interested in, which greatly improves the interpretation
staff’s interpretation degree on the dimensional visualization seismic data. Seismic
exploration data are composed of trace headers and a number of traces with certain
lengths. Trace header contains limited values and is used to provide the possible
inter-trace change information and procession, trace recognition and the like basic
information; trace data follow each trace header, and are actually measured seismic data.
The paper mainly takes the visualization of trace data as the starting point, describes the
drawing process of 2D visualization in combination with actual data, and finally, as per
the requirements of seismic trace data display, raises the algorithms and strategies of
curve fitting.

2. SEGY Seismic Data Format
SEGY seismic data format is an exchange format standard formulated and
recommended by US Society of Exploration Geophysicists, and has become uniform
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seismic data format in the world. The purpose of the format is that all the physical
geography companies can share and exchange the seismic data they acquire and save
calculation resources.
Understanding the document structure of SEGY format seismic data and correctly
reading the seismic data is the premise to perform seismic data processing, so the
deviation of any parameter can lead to the fault of the SEGY data documents and thus the
data will not be interpreted. Standard SEGY document structure is composed of file
header and data cubes, as is illustrated in Table 1. The file header occupies 3,600 bytes in
total, which is divided into two parts: Part One is a head of string segment of 3,200 bytes
which adopts EBCDIC codes to record the relevant information of the seismic acquisition
system. Part Two is binary head segment of 400 bytes recording the data cube
information, such as the sampling number, sampling rate, sampling format etc. The data
cube is composed of a plurality of data traces, and each trace of data includes the trace
header and trace data. Header is a binary data of 240 bytes, which records the sampling
number, sampling interval, common depth acquisition point number, XLine No, YLine
No and coordinate information, etc.
Table 1. Standard SEGY Document Structure
File Header

Data Cube

3,200 byte string 400 byte binary
1st trace 1st trace seismic
nth trace header
segment file header file header
header (240
data
(240 byte)
……
byte)

nth trace
seismic data

Generally speaking, original SEGY format seismic data are stored in the storage format
of work station, and are different from the storage format on computer. For the binary
data in work station, the high byte is followed by the low byte, namely BigEnd ina, while
for the binary data in computer, the low byte is followed by the high byte, namely,
LittleEnd ina. Therefore, to achieve the reading of SEGY format data under Windows
background in computer, the SEGY data format in work station shall first be transformed
into the SEGY data format which can be recognized by computer, namely performing the
conversion of high and low bytes in reading. As per the different byte number occupied
by the storage information, specific implementation codes are given, i2[] is the array for
storing 16 digit data, i4[]is the array for storing 32 digit data, and n is the data number.
16 digit binary data conversion
Void swapbytes2(unsigned short i2[],long n)
{
# ifndef SUN_OS // Work Station Type
Long i;
Unsigned short b1, b2;
For (i=0;i<n;++i)
{
b1=i2[i]< <&;
b2=i2[i]< <&;
i2[i]=b1 | b2;
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} // High and low byte conversion
# end if
}
32 digit binary data conversion
Void swapbytes4(unsigned long i4[],long n)
#ifndef SUN_OS // Work Station Type
Long i;
Unsigned long b1,b2,b3,b4;
Unsigned long i1,i2;
For (i=0,i<n,++i)
{
b1=i4[i]< <24;
b2=i4[i]> >&;
b2=b2< <24;
b2=b2>>&;
b3=i4[i]< <&;
b3=b3> >24;
b3=b3< <&;
b4=i4[i]> >24;
i1=b1 | b2;
i2=b3 | b4;
i4[i]=i1 | i2;
} // High and low byte conversion
# end if
}

3. Oscillograph Drawing
Seismic trace data are sampled from the waveform of the seismic signals by certain
intervals, and then the series of amplitude values are recorded by certain manner.
Oscillograph illustrates the seismic data of various traces within a plane in the form of
curve, and demonstrates the vibration from the balance position of the reflection wave at
the inspection spot. Oscillograph is used to express the vibration at the geophone sites
with the manner of curves, namely the waveform of the geophone sites. Oscillograph can
clearly reflect the dynamical characteristics of reflected waves (such as amplitude,
frequency and waveform). The distances of the graphics region between the left and right
boarders of the client region are sx and sy respectively. The trace data are stored in array
one_trace_data, and then the horizontal coordinate position of the jth sampling site of the
ith trace is X=sx+i*n TraceInterval+one_trace_data[j], oand the vertical coordinate
position is Y=sy+t*nTimeInterval, the horizontal coordinate position of the next sampling
site is X= sx+i*nTraceInte rval+one_trace_data[j+1], and the vertical coordinate position
is Y= sy+(t+1)*nTime Interval. One trace of data is read as per the starting time and
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ending time, and after the coordinate (X, Y) is determined, the points are connected, thus
the Oscillograph of a trace of data is formed, and then each trace is read and drawn as per
the circulation of the starting trace and the ending trace. If the time interval becomes
larger and the points are connected directly, then the curve will not be smooth but looks
like broken lines, and if that happens, Bezier Curve can be drawn to improve the above.
Oscillograph is composed of several small line segments, the segment vertex coordinates
and the values of the seismic data trace sampling points are in one-to-one correspondence.
Put the above in end-to-end connection and then the drawing of the curve can be
achieved. However, 2D graph shall meet the requirements of various transformation
operations, such as horizontal and vertical transformation, local area zooming. In drawing,
various conditions after operation shall be given full consideration, and corresponding
solutions shall be taken.
3.1. Normalization Processing
Trace gather graphics mainly adopt trace wave lines for demonstration, and the section
will focus on the drawing methods and wave line zooming and transformation of trace
gather wave lines. The main principles are: the CMP (common midpoint) selected by the
user is used to get all the seismic record data of the CMP from the seismic record data
documents, and is drawn into wave lines by traces and then is displayed on the trace
Gather graphics. The whole Gather graphics are composed on a plurality of trace wave
lines, and the X coordinate axis increases from left to rights by the trace number
sequences, and the Y coordinate axis increases from up to down by the time axis of each
trace. Each wave line is displayed in a certain width, and shall not be overlapped or
interfered. Therefore, in display, the data shall receive normalization processing, namely
the data shall be normalized within the range of -1-+1 in proportion as per the plus-minus
amplitude to be displayed. Namely, the max plus amplitude shall be normalized as +1,
and the min minus amplitude shall be normalized into -1, and +1 and -1 represent the max
width of the wave line wide from left or right to the center, and the amplitude values of
the max amplitude and mix amplitude are converted into the floating points between -1
and +1. The processing on the amplitude values is convenient for the conversion between
numerical values and wave lines. And the display width of each wave line can be
guaranteed not exceed the display range.
The values of the seismic data represent the strength of amplitudes, and the plus-minus
represents the directions of vibrations; they can record the vibrations of the geophone sites
at the balance position is a reasonable manner [2]. These features will not change with the
transformation of the graphs, so the waveforms are the same before and after
transformation. In utilization of the similarity, the waveform can be transformed into
certain scope with the features of the whole waveform remained. And the following
various transformation operations can be regarded as multiplying the standard waveform
with a coefficient. Hence, a good solution is to transform the seismic data into the scope
of［-1, 1］; thus not only the relative values of the data are kept, but also the plus-minus of
the data represents the directions of vibration.
The specific methods for data normalization are: finding the maximum and minimum
values of the data, comparing the absolute values of the two values, and taking the one of
larger absolute value as the standard value. All the data values receiving mapping via the
standard value [2], and its pseudo-codes are expressed as follows:
if fabs(minV) > fabs(maxV)
stdV = minV
Or else
stdV = maxV
mappedValue = sampleValue/stdV
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In the codes, fabs represents “absolute value”, stdV is the mapping standard, and
sample Value and mapped Value the data values in original trace and the values after
mapping respectively.
3.2. Coordinate Calculation
The seismic data belong to normalized data, which mean that the data have the same
distance at all directions, and that in other words, the distance of the data at the horizontal
(X) and the vertical (Y) directions are the constant values respectively but the distances
the X and Y directions are not the equal. Hence, the coordinates of the drawing point is
related to the distances at horizontal and vertical directions. We suppose the width of each
trace is trace Distance, and that the height each data point takes is sample Height. The
horizontal direction is the vibration direction; therefore, X coordinates are jointly
determined by the trace distance and the normalized data, whose calculation formula is
illustrated in Formula (1). The trace distance in the formula determines the horizontal
zooming scale of the graph, and the normalized data maintain the basic features of the
waveform.
x 

t r a c e D i s t a n c e
m a p p e d V a l u e
2

(1)

The vertical direction represents the data value of the sampling points at each trace
gained by certain sampling interval, it differs from the calculation of X coordinates, but is
just related to the data point distance and the position of the data in the trace (namely the
index). We suppose the initial index number is siy, that the ending index number is eiy,
that the index of the present drawing point is j, and then the calculation formula of Y
coordinates is illustrated in Formula (2).
y   e i y  j
s a m p l e H e i g h t
(2)

4. Curve Drawing
Seismic data are ordered and scattered measured data [2], whose 2D graph is usually
represented with curve. The graph display of 2D seismic data is composed of four steps,
namely, model transformation (vision transformation), cutting, window view
transformation, and rasterization. When the seismic data is in the final rasterization
display, the pixel information of graph is in one-to-one mapping to the original seismic
data, the graph after rasterization is constructed of the polygonal lines by connecting the
ordered pixel data, and then the collection of these short curve segments is used to display
the curve. Hence, the key to the drawing of the curve lies in the sequential drawing of the
curve calculation points. Based on the above principle, in 1981, Mcallister raised the
curve interpolation reconstruction algorithm of ordered points with quadratic spline curve
[3]. With the study on rational curve going further and deeper, more and more researchers
raised how to perform curve reconstruction on ordered curve with rational curve [4-5],
and some other researchers also raised the method of reconstructing the curve of ordered
points with arc spline, biarc spline or parameter polynomial spline [6].
Cubic polynomial curve is often used in daily curve table; as the control of the curve is
not flexible, the above curve can not represent the curve segment passing the
(interpolation) two ends and appointing to the tangent direction at the end, and the
polynomial higher than cubic will increase unnecessary swinging and bring more
calculation amount. See Formula (3) for the polynomial expression of cubic polynomial
curve segment Q(t)=[x(t) y(t) z(t)]:
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The coefficient matrix of the three polynomials is defined by the following formula:
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az 

bz 
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Then Formula (3) can be rewritten as:
Q  t    x  t  y  t  z  t    T * C

The generation of cubic polynomial curve often adopts interpolation, approximation,
fitting, fairing and the like methods.
(i) Interpolation: an important method of functional approximation. Give the function
f(x) diverse values of n points f(xi), i=1, 2, ……, n within the interval ［a,b］, and seek
one function g(x) to approximate f(x) based on the table date. If g(x) is required to be
equal to f(x) at x site, then such function approximation problem can be called
interpolation problem, g(x) is the interpolation function of f(x), and x is the interpolation
node points. At the node point g(x) is equal to f(x), and at other points similar g(x) is used
to replace f(x). Usually, linear interpolation, parabola interpolation, and cubic Hermite
curve are used [4].
(ii) Approximation: when there is no need to seek an interpolation function to pass all
the data points, often, a function of lower times is selected to perform best approximation
to the data points in certain sense. Usually, least square method, Berzier curve, and B
spline are used [5].
(iii) Fairing (smoothing): making the inflection points of the curve become less and
straighter and smoother. This is an interpolation method of erasing surplus inflection
points. Often, tension spline function method is used [4].
(iv) Fitting: unlike the above with complete definition and mathematic expression,
fitting is to make the generated curve and curve surface reach the requirements of some
designs with interpolation or approximation methods in the design processes of curve or
curve surfaces. Such as the data points or control sequence close to the original within the
allowable scope, like B spline curve [5]. The low time polynomial interpolation by
segment is used to gain the fine and smooth curve interpolation effect, and the specific
steps for segment cubic polynomial interpolation are: perform classification as per the
traces acquired in seismic data acquisition, and then perform grouping of the original data
points of each trace as per (P0, P1, P2, P3), (P3, P4, P5, P6), (P6, P7, P8, P9), (P9, P10,
P11, P12),…, and calculate the difference quotient table with three orders are the highest
order as per the grouping calculation, and finally simulate the oscillograph of each trace
as per the cubic polynomial, and draw the vibration of the geophone sites as per the
change of the curve. Therefore, it is easy to gain the coefficients of the cubic polynomial,
but the curve is drawn by various smaller straight lines; if multi-curve shall be drawn,
more curve points shall be provided, and then the final curve graph can be drawn by
approximation of the straight lines between neighboring data points. Thus, calculation
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amount will be increased, but curve of higher precision will be gained. Therefore, in
drawing the oscillograph of 2D seismic data, the paper adopts segment cubic time Bezier
curve. Besides, when there is few original data or the original data are amplified, the
partition and fitting methods of Bezier curve are used to solve the weak smoothness
problem.
If a point is connected to a point directly, the curve will not look smooth but look like
broken lines, we can improve the curve by drawing Bezier Curve. Bezier Curve is a
parametric polynomial curve based on approximation. Curve fitting is actually a kind of
interpolation. When there is few data points, a series of new vertexes can be generated on
basis of the known points, and then the curve is generated with the original data points,
which can make the cure smooth and natural.
4.1. The Generation of Bezier Curve
Bezier Curve is a kind of parametric polynomial curve based on approximation, and
curve approximation is actually a kind of interpolation. The Graphics category of GDI+
provides the function of drawing Bezier Curve, namely Graphics::DrawBeziers(Pen* pen,
PointF*points, INT count), and the function has three parameters: the pointer pointing to
the paint brush, the array for storing the control point coordinate and the quantities of
coordinates. We just need to group the seismic data, and the coordinates corresponding to
the group of the data points are stored in the array as the control points; after a Graphics
object and a Pen object are instantiated, the function is called to pass parameters, and an
internally closed algorithm is used to draw Bezier Curve of itself. As is known from the
definition of Bezier Curve, Bezier curve is a kind of parameter polynomial curve, which
is generated by the polynomial curve provided in Formula (3). But in this manner, for the
high times curve, the calculation amount of the algorithm is heavy, but the De Casteljau
algorithm based on Berstein primary function recurrence will be more efficient.
De Casteljau Algorithm: give the space n+1 points Pi（i=0,1,…,n）and parameter t, and
then the recursion formula shall be:
Pi

r

 t    1  t  Pi

r 1

 t   tPi  1  t 
r 1



r  1,

,n

i0,

,n -r

Wherein,

Pi

t 

0

 Pi

n

,

P0

t 

is the point
whose parameter is t on Bezier curve.
The calculation process and geometrical significance of De Casteljau algorithm are
illustrated in Figure 1 (a), (b), and the calculation steps are as follows:
(i) Via the parameter value t, determine the break point at each scope of the polygon,


and thus make the segment ratio after break t：(1-t), namely
, i=0, 1,
…, n-1, and thus a new polygon with (n-1) sides is formed.
(ii) Perform partition on the new polygon with the same methods, then the break points
Pi  1  t Pi  tPi  1
1

Pi

2

(i=0, 1, …, n-2)are gained, and another new polygon is formed.
n 1

n 1

n

(iii) After n-1 times of partition, two points P and P are gained, and P is gained
after another partition, and the point is the t data point with a parameter of t on Bezier
curve.
0

r= 0

1

1

2

3

P0  P0  P0
1

P1  P1

1

2

 P1

0

 P0

3

2

P2  P2

1

P3

(a) Cubic Time Bezier Curve Calculation Process
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1

P1

P1

P2
P1

2

3

1

P0

P0

2

P0

P0

1

P2

P3

(b) Cubic Time Bezier Curve Geometric Construction Figure

Figure 1. De Casteljau Algorithm Design
The trace date display in the paper adopts Qt language to perform programming, The
code of De Casteljau is as follows:
int deCasteljau(CDC *pDC,CArray<float,float>&
flArrayy)
{
if(flArrayx.GetSize()!=flArrayy.GetSize())
return 0;
float *pflX,*pflY;
float flTempx,flTempy,flU;
int i,n,j;
n=flArrayx.GetSize();
if(n<2) return 0;
pflX=new float[n];
pflY=new float[n];
flTempx=flArrayx.GetAt(0);
flTempy=flArrayy.GetAt(0);
for(i=0;i<n;i++){
pflX[i]=flArrayx.GetAt(i);
pflY[i]=flArrayy.GetAt(i);
}
for(flU=0;flU<=1;flU+=0.05/n)
{
for(i=1;i<n;i++)
{
for(j=0;j<n-i;j++)
{
pflX[j]=(1-flU)*pflX[j]+flU*pflX[j+1];
pflY[j]=(1-flU)*pflY[j]+flU*pflY[j+1];
}
}
pDC->MoveTo(flTempx,flTempy);
pDC->LineTo(pflX[0],pflY[0]);
flTempx=pflX[0];
flTempy=pflY[0];
}
delete[] pflX;
delete[] pflY;
return 1;
}

flArrayx,CArray<float,float>&

Algorithm 2 Bezier Curve Drawing Algorithm
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Start:
Void drawBezier(Qpoint Ｐ[ ],int n,int m,QpainterPath*pth)
// P is the control point, n is the number of the control points, and m is the equal
fraction on the interval [0，１].
{
Double u=1.0/m;
Qpoint *q=new QPoint[m+1];//the data point on the curve, M+1in total
q[o]=p[0];
//Call DeCastel jau Algorithm to calculate the data point on the curve
for(int i=1;i<m;i++)
q[i]=DeCastel jau(p,n-1,u*i);
For(i=0;i<n-1;i++/*show the featured polygon */
{
Pth->moveTo(p[i].x(),p[i].y());
Pth->lineTo(p[i+1].x(),p[i+1].y());
}
For(i=0;i<m;i++)/*use polygonal line to express Bezier Curve */
{
Pth->moveTo(q[i].x(),q[i].y());
Pth->lineTo(q[i+1].x(),q[i+1].y());
}
Delete [ ]q;
}
end
4.2. The Segmentation of Bezier Curve
The Bezier curve P is divided into Section C and Section Q from a certain part in the
middle, and curve Sections C and Q are also curve, and their control vertexes are
3

generated by De Casteljau Algorithm. P Then the whole Bezier curve will be divided
into two unequal subset curve segments, the first half of the Bezier curve is mainly used
0

1

to control the parameter interval vertexes

2

3

P0 P0 P0 P0

, and latter half of the Bezier curve is
3

2

1

mainly used to control the parameter interval vertexes P P P P , and their parameter
intervals are ［0，t］and ［t，1］. In other words, by giving arbitrary parameter
0

value

   0 ,1 

, the point

P

 

1

2

3

on Bezier curve can divide the curve into two sub curve

0, 
 ,1
segments   and   , which are marked as C and Q respectively. De Casteljau

algorithm can get the horizontal side vertex set

P

i

o

 0 , 1,

 Pi

ni

, n

of the triangle by

 0 , 1,

, n

recurrence to define the sub curve, the control vertexes
of Curve Q
form the hypotenuse of the triangle, and the vertical sides of the triangle are formed by the
control vertex of the original curve.
C. The Reverse Engineering of Bezier Curve Vertex
Bezier Curve is a parametric polynomial curve based on approximation, multilateral
polylines. As per the only definition of each peak on a group of polylines, in the peaks of
the polylines, only the first point and the last point are on the curve, and the rest peaks are
used to define the orders of the curve's parameter equation and the shape of the curve. In
given P i (i=0,1,2……n), there are n+1 control points, then the n power Bezier Curve is:
n

Q(t)=  Pi B i , t ( t )

t  [0,1]

i0
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In the formula:
P i represents the feature polygon that forms the curve.
B i , t (t) is the harmonic function of each site on the curve.
B i , t (t)=

n!
i ! ( n  i )!

t i (1-t) n  i =C 1n t i (1-t) n  i i=0,1……n. When n=3, there are 4 control

points, and the interpolation formula is as follows:




3

P i p ic 3 ( t ) = ( 1 - t )

P 0 +3t(1-t)

2

+3t

2

(1-t)p

2

+t 3 p 3

0  t 1

n 1

The matrix form is:



Q t  = 1



t

t

2

 P0   1
  
P
3
 1 =
 P2   3
  
 P3   1

t

3

 1

3

 3

 1



0

0

3

0

6

3

3

3

0

0

0

1

0

0

3

0

6

3

3

3

0

0

0

1

 P0

P
 1
 P2

 P3








1

1

t

t

2

t



3 1

Q t 

From the above, P 0 =Q(0),p 3 =Q(1),p 1 ,P 2 can all be gained by solving, the control
point of Bezier Curve can be gained as per the above inverse computation, Bezier Curve
can be drawn by Qt with the help of the control point, and the codes are as follows:
QPainter Path Path;
Path.moveTo(P0);
Path.cubicTo(p1,p2,p3);
QPainter Painter(this);
Painter.draw Paht(Path);
For given n+1 points

Q i  0 ,1,

,n

, if a Bezier curve shall be constructed to pass these

Pi  0 ,1,

points, then the control vertexes

,n

of Bezier Curve shall be gained. Usually,

Qi

the parameters t=i/n corresponding to
shall be used for the reverse engineering of P .
As per the definition of Bezier Curve, n+1 linear equation groups can be gained:
 Q o  P0


n
n 1

0
1

 Q i  P0 C n  1  i / n   P1 C n  i / n   1  i / n 


 Q n  Pn


Thus, the control vertexes

i

 Pn C n

Pi  i  0 ,1,

n

i / n 

,n

n

, i  1, n  1 

of Bezier Curve can be gained by the

equation groups, and the n times Bezier Curve of

Qi

can be generated by the reverse

Pi

engineering of the control vertex .

5. Test Results
In combination with the above oscillograph and Bezier curve fitting, the paper, with the
aid of the measured data, draws the data result figure as per the actual data, and the figure
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is illustrated in Figure 4. As can be learned from Figure 2, as each row is in dense
arrangement, the data points requiring acquisition are quite many, and the data points are
of high complexity, so no curve fitting shall be required, and the comprehensive features
of the reflection surface can be expressed; while in Figure 3, there are few traces and data
points to draw, so Bezier curve fitting will make the waveform more smooth and in more
natural connection, and thus expression particle vibration can be expressed better.

Figure 2. Bezier Curve is Unfit for the Scene with Large Data Amount

Figure 3. When there is Few Data Points; Bezier Curve Fitting Shall be Utilize

6. Summary
Based on the analysis of SEGY data format, the paper expounds the drawing of seismic
trace data oscillograph in details, based on the features of the actual trace data, gives the
algorithm of Bezier Curve fitting when the trace sampling data points are few or there are
few sampling points to be drawn due to the zooming of graph, and gain the expected
results in actual test results. The waveform becomes smoother and the connection more
natural with the use of Bezier Curve and the particle vibration is expressed better, which
is helpful for the engineer to perform analysis and interpretation on the explored seismic
data.
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